Patterns – Worksheet 1

Find and complete the following patterns by filling in the blanks:

Circle Square Triangle Circle Square ___

X Y ___ X Y Z X

A B C A ___ C A

D E ___ D E F D

J K L J ___ L J

B C D B ___ D B

L M ___ L M N L

Q R S Q R ___ Q
Key to Patterns – Worksheet 1

Find and complete the following patterns by filling in the blanks:

X  Y  ___  X  Y  Z  X
A  B  C  A  ___  B  C  A
D  E  ___  D  E  F  D
J  K  L  J  ___  K  L  J
B  C  D  B  ___  C  D  B
L  M  ___  L  M  N  L
Q  R  S  Q  ___  R  S  Q